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6. APPENDIX: POWER AMPLIFIER PARAMETER TABLE

THE OUTPUT POWER 1kHz,1%THD+N

STEREO 8Ω

STEREO 4Ω

 THE BRIDGE MODEL 8Ω

FREQUENCY RESPONSE (1W/8Ω)

THD+N

(Standard Measurement Conditions，8Ω/1kHz)

DAMPING COEFFICIENT

RATED POWER@8Ω/0.775V
VOLTAGE GAIN

THE OUTPUT CATEGORY

CONVERSION RATE

THE WARRANTY

SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO

INPUT SENSITIVITY

INPUT IMPEDANCE 20k ohms(Balanced) / 10k ohms (Unbalanced)

INPUT COMMON-MODE REJECTION RATIO

DEGREE OF SEPARATION

INPUT CONNECTOR

OUTPUT CONNECTOR

POWER

DIMENSIONS (WXDXH)

NET WEIGHT

this power is measured using a 40mS pulse 1KHz sine wave at 1% total harmonic 

distortion, with any two channel outputs.

NOTE:

Each channel is balanced along the way XLR

Each channel 4-POLE Speakon

1 year
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5.4  Stereo sound connection

The horn:
The horn:

5.5  Mono connection

The horn:
The horn:

5.6  The bridge model

The horn:
The horn:



The figure shows that the device is only suitable for safe use in areas with an altitude below 2000m.

The diagram indicates that the equipment is only suitable for safe use in non-tropical climates.

5. CONNECTION MODE

Speakon Output connection

 
5.1  Stereo sound connection

Mode selection

The horn:
The horn:

5.2  Mono connection

Mode selection

The horn:
The horn:

5.3  The bridge model

The horn:
The horn:

Mode selection



Note: in order to ensure the best cooling conditions, please clean the power amplifier fan 

and cooling channel regularly (remove the blockage). In addition, please check whether the 

openings in front and back of the power amplifier have enough space to allow air circulation. 

If the power amplifier is installed on the rack, do not cover the rack with a door; The air must 

have no blocked circulation. 

4 .4 Output connection

4.3  Input connection

This series of power amplifiers use the rear board input card to connect the input audio signal. 

There are two connection modes, balanced and unbalanced audio input signal connection. 

(the power amplifier uses the standard XLR input XLR base. The unused XLR base will be 

connected to the input end of another power amplifier through the connecting line). 

The output of the loudspeaker is connected with a professional output socket, 

The three - speed dial selector switches are stereo, mono and bridge. The power amplifier is 

set in stereo mode.

4.4.1 Mode selection

In stereo mode, two/four channels work independently. Level adjusting knobs control their 

respective output levels. A minimum load impedance of 4 ohms per channel is recommended 

for stereo operation.

4.4.2 Stereo mode

When set in mono mode, the signal is input from channel 1 and the output is output from 

channel 1 and channel 2. The signal is input from channel 3, and the output is output from 

channels 3 and 4.

4.4.3 Mono mode

In bridge mode, the power amplifier can provide more power. The signal is input only from 

channel 1, and the output is output from channel 1. The signal is input from channel 3 only, 

and the output is output from channel 3. The output level can be increased or decreased by 

rotating the potentiometer.

4.4.4 Bridge Mode

When the power amplifier is operating in bridge mode, the output is connected to an 

oscilloscope or other detection device. It is possible to damage the power amplifier and 

detection equipment. An impedance of not less than 8 OHMs is recommended for bridging.

NOTE:

SPECIAL NOTE: 

Any output end of the loudspeaker can not be grounded.
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4. FACTORY SETTINGS

4.1 Power supply Requirements

Each type of power amplifier has a different power output. Please see the appendix for 

details. Make sure the grid voltage is correct before connecting the power amplifier. 

Connecting the power amplifier to a mismatched AC voltage will easily cause damage to 

the power amplifier.

External power supply requirements are as follows:

220V~230V~50Hz

Note: Disconnect the power amplifier from the external power supply before connecting 

the audio. For extra protection, the level adjustment knob should be turned at the 

minimum position.

4.2 Cooling systems and requirements

This series of power amplifiers use an independent sealed tunnel and forced air cooling 

system. The fan is used together with the dense tooth aluminum heat dissipation device 

to achieve rapid and consistent heat dissipation effect. The air flows through the heat 

sink in the radiator channel (reducing the temperature of the power tube), and then flows 

out through the opening of the rear panel. The "intelligent" variable speed DC fan is 

controlled by the heat sensitive circuit of the radiator. When the power amplifier is turned 

on, the fan "increases the speed" for a short time and then slows down; This indicates that 

the thermal circuit is working normally. The fan speed will vary with the temperature of 

the radiator. Control the noise to a minimum. Under extreme heat load, the fan will force a 

very large amount of air through the radiator. If the radiator temperature exceeds the 

maximum allowable temperature, the power amplifier will disconnect the load output.

2. 2 Rear Panel

2. 1 Front View

2. AMPLIFIER VIEWS



3. MAIN OPERATION KEYS AND FUNCTIONS

3. 1 Front View

3. 2 Rear Panel

1，Volume knob: can adjust the volume.

2，signal lamp: signal light bright display output end audio signal.

3, chipper light: chipper light light shows that the output signal has 

been overloaded, please turn low volume.

4, protection light: when the system detects a large infrasonic wave 

caused by power amplifier overload or output end has DC output or 

over temperature will close the output module, protect the power 

amplifier, protection light.

5, power supply light: power supply light to show that the power 

amplifier has been energized.

6, power switch: power switch function is to open and close the 

power amplifier.      Press the power on state,       and press the power 

off state.

3. 1 Rear Panel

1. Power socket.

2. Input cannon block: balanced XLR cannon input impedance is 

20K2,    unbalanced XLR cannon input impedance is 10K2. Pin 

definitions 1: ground, 2: signal +, 3: signal -.

3. Output cannon block: The signal is directly output through 

Cannon block.

4, mode conversion switch: by using this switch you can choose the 

power amplifier to work in bridge mode, stereo mode or mono 

mode.

5, input sensitivity selector switch: Use this switch can choose 

sensitivity 0.775V or 1.4V according to different needs, better 

match with other equipment.

6, professional Speakon speaker output socket.
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